Light electric vehicles conquer the city
With an integrated system that impresses across the board

Charging made easy:
Either plug in charging cables directly from the vehicle, or else take out the charger and plug it into an electrical outlet at your home or office.

Constant overview:
An elegant Bosch display provides a transparent overview of all the information you need. Digital or LCD.

Relaxed cruising:
Bosch control units ensure perfect driving behavior in all situations.

App, app, and away:
Use the Bosch app to connect your smartphone with the vehicle, and get all the data on your screen.

Give it some gas:
Powerful Bosch electric drives make for thrilling acceleration.

Demonstrating performance:
With their high energy density, Bosch lithium-ion batteries prove their strength and endurance for long journeys in the city.

great flexibility
Narrow streets, clogged roads, and cramped parking spaces are no problem for light electric two-wheelers.

powerful & dynamic
Full torque from the word go makes for a thrilling driving experience.

Scalable powertrain systems from Bosch facilitate the development of new vehicles for manufacturers and can be used for a variety of vehicle classes.